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1) Brief Announcements 
Ross reported that he is setting up two task forces:  

a) David Block, Scott Wicks and Bill Kara will draw up a generic list of issues with 
regard to the appropriate use of licensed resources that will be made available to library 
users--perhaps on the Gateway as well as on handouts.  

b) Scott Wicks will chair a group consisting of Don Schnedeker, Mary Patterson, Lenore 
Coral, Elizabeth Perenyi and Julie Stiles to recommend how best to export serials check-
in from CTS to the units (except for Olin/Kroch/Uris.)  

2) Update on the Projected Library Management System Budget  
Lee reworked the projected LMS budget. The updated budget estimates an implementation cost 
of $2,175,000. This is less than earlier projections due, mostly, to a reduction in the workstation 
upgrade component resulting from declining costs for workstations. Sarah has reminded the 
Provost about the upcoming LMS upgrade and she will send a note to the Deans. We reaffirmed 
that our target date for deciding on the next LMS system is no later than June 1999.  

3) Funding Priorities and Reallocation Decisions  
Lee reviewed our list of funding priorities and the progress we have made towards meeting them. 
We have identified close to half of the original goal of $577,000. Sarah said she was satisfied 
that we had covered all the mandatory items (e.g., the portions of the 1999/2000 and 2000/20001 
SIP pools) and that she would consider a more gradual reallocation process for some of the 
discretionary items. She reiterated that reallocation is an on-going process in an era when the 
budget for operating expenses remains flat and that this process is not indicative of a crisis. 
Regarding funding for the Library Annex, Sarah said she had decided against billing individual 
units for use of the facility and that she would use alternative appoaches.  

4) CUL-Medical College Library Action Items 
Ross went over the action items resulting from the CUL-Medical College Library meetings in 
July. In general, we are moving forward in all areas. Ross noted that the greatest progress so far 
had occurred in preservation, collection development and the administrative area.  

5) Representation of the Library Administrative Structure  
We reviewed and compiled a list of suggestions with regard to the Web pages Jerry drafted to 
represent the Library's administrative structure. Ed will be responsible for these pages now. He 



will work with Marty Schlabach and the "About CU Library" page redesign group to insure that 
they will fit into to the structure that group is designing.  

6) Collaboration With Springer-Verlag  
Tom and John reported on the visit to Cornell by three senior Springer-Verlag representatives. 
Over the course of the visit, the representatives met with sarah, Tom, Steve Rockey, the Science 
Team and Keith Dennis from the Math Department. Several possible collaborative projects were 
discussed and the Science Team provided S-V with feedback on the S-V electronic journal Web 
site. One very positive action coming out of the Science Team meeting was S-V's commitment to 
treating the Ithaca and Medical College libraries as a single entity allowing both to access the 
electronic versions of the print journals subscribed to by either. Sarah asked John to head up an 
effort to draft a proposal to S-V that should be completed by the end of December; the proposal 
will be for a study to provide formal end-user input on S0V electronic journals. John will involve 
information technology, collection development and public services staff in this effort as well.  

7) Distributing the Library's Digital Files  
We discussed a request Ross has received asking for copies of the digital files we created for the 
Math Book Collection. We decided that we need to develop an appropriate policy with regard to 
our master digital files (the 600 dpi image files), and that until then we would not provide them 
to other institutions. We will of course continue to allow access to these images and lower 
resolution derivatives via the Web.  
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